UNIT - I  (DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW)

Subjects of International Law – Codification of International Law – Relationship between
Public International Law and Private International Law – Relationship between
Municipal Law and International Law and Various State Practice.

UNIT - II  (SOURCES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW)

Meaning – Statute of International Court of Justice – Conventions and Treaties –
Custom - General Principles of International Law – Judicial Decisions and Juristic Work
– ex aequo et bono – Contemporary Source – General Assembly Resolutions and
Declarations – Decisions and Recommendations of International and Regional
Institutions.

UNIT - III  (STATE RECOGNITION AND STATE SUCCESSION)

Elements of State – Montevideo Convention – Theories of Recognition Constitutive and
Declaratory – Kinds of Recognition, De Jure and De Facto – Recognition of State and
Government – Retroactive Effects of State Recognition – Consequences of State
Recognition – Withdrawal of Recognition – Doctrine of Non-Recognition – State
Succession – Kinds of State Succession – Legal Effects and Consequences of State Succession; Membership, Nationality, Treaties, State Contracts, Tort, Public Property and Archives and Public Debts.

**UNIT - IV (INDIVIDUAL AND STATE RESPONSIBILITY IN INTERNATIONAL LAW)**


**UNIT - V (LAW OF TREATIES)**


**UNIT - VI (INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS AND INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW)**


UNIT - VII (LAW OF THE SEA AND AIR & SPACE LAW)


UNIT - VIII (CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LAW)


UNIT - IX (UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM)


UNIT - X (PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES)